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Hello Destructzord!

Dear fellow dzord people:

This is my first post. I hope you are all doing well and have been having
great luck with your human-hunting.

I won’t write too much here, but I just wanted to introduce myself. I
will be reviewing some video games in the near future! My first review
will be Amy. I hope you will read it and let me know how much useful
stuff you learned!!!!!

I guess my major expectation for this website is that we construct a safe
space for zombies to talk about video games. I am glad this site exists
for us. There are too many human-centric game sites, y’know? It’s nice
to find a place for our people to congregate.

OK SEE YOU SOON WITH A REVIEW OF AMY!!!!!
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Zombie Orwell Reviews Amy

Hello dear friends! My name is Zombie Orwell. Like all of you I am
also a zombie but unlike you I write video game reviews!

I am now beginning most gracious salutations for your benefit. You
are reading A WEEKLY ANNUAL VIDEO GAME REVIEW THAT
I POST EVERY WEEK!!!! This week I will pretend that I’m reviewing
a game for the IGN Gaming Website, so I will use their format! Let’s
go.

Today this week I review Amy. It is a videogum about a human person
called Amy who lives on a train with an unnamed little girl. Oh, and
there is a train man who asks a lot of questions. And he wears a hat. But
then the lights go out and Amy walks around for a bit until she gets
eaten by a zombie.

Story
I haven’t done my Wiki research but I am pretty sure that Amy is a
documentary about Amy Winehouse. In her smash hit “You Know
I’m No Good” Amy declares “I cheated myself.” I believe this is a
video game reference because in games you can cheat. And since
Ms Winehouse was playing her eponymous documentary game using
cheat codes, she was, COMICALLY, cheating her very self!!! That is a
paradoxical mindfrak! How Orwellian.

I think the game is a very tasteful depiction of Amy’s final moments as a
human. Most pre-zombies do not get interactive documentaries about
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their deaths, but it is very interesting to see what actually happened to
her.

Graphics
The graphics aren’t as good as seeing the Winehouse in person,
because she is a very beautiful zombie and obviously she is much bigger
than a 32” television screen (haha otherwise she would be a tiny lady
and she would have trouble holding a microphone!! That is funny to
me!) So overall the visuals get a 6/10 simply because anytime you get
to see Amy Winehorse it is a good day lol am I right fellas lolol here’s
a picture about Amy Winehouse when she was a pre-zombie.
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Sound
Again I have to compare this game to the real Womanly Object viz
Amy McWineRanch. Her illustrious and sultry and chivalrous voice
causes reverberations of air that make my ears very happy. So the
sound gets a score of LOVE out of 10.
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Sex Appeal
Well, I usually try to avoid sex apples and other issues of the groin
because it is not NSFW appropriate, but since I am using IGN’s review
structure I don’t have a choice. As I said many times Amy is very lovely.
When she was alive, she would have been very delectable to eat. But
now that she’s a zombie like me obviously I can’t eat her, which is
unfortunate because I’m really hungry.

Anyway back to the sex apple. I think that this game does a disservice
to the woman it’s based on. Basically you spend all your time walking
around a train station looking for zombies who want to eat Amy.
Once you find the zombies sometimes they will attack and eat you,
but usually they shuffle around like they don’t have zombie noses. Let’s
discuss controls:

Controls
The controller is white and it has a cord that connects to the Xbox. I
also have a black one that doesn’t have a cord. Overall I prefer the black
cordless one because it looks cooler and I don’t have to wrap a cord
around it. But I mostly use the white one because it doesn’t require
batteries. I only use the wireless one if a friend is playing with me. So
the controllers work fine. 10/10

Summary
To summarize: I think that Amy is fantastic. She is a very fine lady with
good music and a nice video game documentary about how she died.
In fact, you might say she is a real beauty. Her radiance infests my eyes
when I look at her.

Of course, I am describing a video game rather than a woman, but the
humor lies in my double entendre comical conflation of Video Game
and Womanly Object of Desire.

I rate this game: 8 infested eyeballs out of 14.
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The review is over and I am complimenting your excellent taste! Truly
you are a person of quality. I have determined this by seeing that
you have read my whole review and gained many important facts
about Amy Winehouse and her violent documentary. I will see you
next week for another annual installment of video game reviews. (I
WON’T ALWAYS USE THE IGN FORMAT BUT SINCE THIS
IS MY FIRST REVIEW I NEEDED SOMETHING STRUCTURED.
GOODBYE HONEY!!!!)
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Zombie Orwell Reviews Resident Evil 2

Hello again and welcome to my second annual weekly installment of
Zombie Orwell Plays Some Video Games in which I review things
(like video games) from the perspective of a zombie. Which I am. Just
like all of you. That’s why I can write from a zombie’s perspective,
obviously.

All my regular readers know what’s up, but some of you may be first-
timers. The setup is simple: I write about a game, you read my writings
about a game, and you get offended that my world views don’t mesh
with your own filthy opinions. And then you tell me how beautiful I
am in the comments section.

Last time week I reviewed The Amy. This week I look upon Resident
Evil 2.
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From what I can tell, it starts out in a peaceful zombie city that has been
destroyed by robots who work for an anti zombie organization. I know
this because I played the game and the first character you control is a
robot police guy.
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Obviously these robots aren’t very advanced because they move really
awkwardly. If you want to turn a corner you have to press up to walk
forward, then stop moving, then press left to turn left, then stop again,
then press up to continue walking. While the control scheme does a
good job showing how hard it would be to control a real robot, it
makes the game a little too easy. It’s a little too easy to make your robot
character get attacked by the terrorized zombies. (Obviously that’s the
objective of the game.)

A weird thing I noticed is the discrepancy between the realism of your
robot and the awkward shuffling of the zombies. It’s true that we real
zombies often have difficulty walking, but the animation in RE2 is too
stiff. It’s almost seems like even the zombies… are…

…

!

Robots!

The zombies are robots, too!!

Bravo, Capcom! I applaud you. In a world filled with zombie games
only you had the balls to make a game about a robotic police officer
terrorizing a city filled with peace-loving zombots. Clearly Capcom
are not afraid to take risks with their intellectual property. They could
easily have made a typical zombies vs. humans game, but they chose to
risk everything on a whimsical idea.

I hope it pays off for them. For some reason none of the video game
blogs are talking about this ground-breaking new game. But I am
confident that in a few weeks the internet will understand this
awesome zombot apocalypse simulator. I hope they make more of
them. (For example, I would really like it if, instead of dark cities,
Capcom made a game set in a brightly lit rural area where your robot
gets chased by angry tribal people. That would be truly spectaculum!)
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That’s all, filthy readers! Thanks for reading my second yearly weekly
review about a video game. If I don’t get thrown into a volcano I will
be sure to write another review next times! HAHA OBVIOUSLY IT
WILL BE A GAME THAT IS NOT THE GAME I DID THIS TIME!
WHY WOULD I DO THAT? IT WOULD BE SILLY. SORRY
IF THERE WAS ANY
CONFUSION!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

(Edit: I forgot to mention the fact that this game is called Resident Evil
2, even though there is no Resident Evil 1. This is because it uses a Star
Wars style naming system. The first Star Wars, if you remember, was
actually called Episode 5: BDSM Daddy Mounts the Galaxy (Part 2).
It’s a good movie, but the part where all the white plastic guys shoot
laser guns is too unrealistic and violent for my tastes.)
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Zombie Orwell reviews a prehistoric game
nobody knows about

The videogame that is called Zombies Ate My Neighbors (or ZAMN)
is a videogame from before the time of recording gaming history. As
hence, it is a prehistoric relic that is known only by a few historians.

And me.

But although it is not known, it holds important information that we
must utilize if we are to succeed in our Zombie Liberation Revolution
Movement. Firstly it involves the eating of humans. Secondly it is
highly controversial amongst our most intelligent leaders (including
me, obviously). Thirdly is another aspect. Fourthly we will review the
game now by tackling the above numbered importances.

Firstly: The eating of humans is represented in this game in a very
specific nature/manner/way. The whole game revolves around
Zombies eating humans. Hence why the title is titled Zombies Are
Now Eating My Filthy Human Neighbors (ZANEMFHN). However,
the eating is not very realistic. Much like in Amy Winehouse and The
Second Evil Resident, it is far too easy to lead your human character
into the munching arms of zombies. I would like a greater challenge.
But I suppose my incredible gaming skills are too great. Obviously if
developers were making difficulty levels to satisfy my prowess, then
everybody else would be left with a too hard game.

Anyway, the eating of humans is done very poorly. The zombie merely
rubs up against your Giant Douchebag man or Lady Person. The
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human yells “ow, ow, ow” until they start spinning around and then
fall down.

Secondly: The controversy surrounding this game is about whether
we can use it as a training program to further the furtherance of our
Liberation Movement Revolution experiment. Clearly the top-down
view offers tactical advantages not available in other zombie media
such as The Amy and the Second Evil Resident. See the graphic below
for a strategic tactical view of gruesome-ness.
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(See the graphic above for a strategic tactical exposure into the
Revolution)

As you can see in the above satellite image, the zombies in the picture
are unaware of the Douchebag human behind them. WE MUST
ALWAYS REMEMBER THAT HUMANS MIGHT BE BEHIND
US!!!! DO NOT ALWAYS ASSUME THAT THEY ARE IN
FRONT OF OUR FACES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! VERY IMPORTANT.

I must insert a digression about the tactics and logistics of our
impending Liberation Struggle. I know that Destructorb is a secure
zombie network, but in case any humans have accidentally clicked
upon my words, please scroll ahead to the picture of me dancing. That
is where I will resume the videogame reviewings.

Okay, fellow delicate soldiers, we are now alone. The above graphic
illustrates that having a realistic understanding of an area will aid
us immeasurably. The tactical infiltration of suburban human
neighborhoods will be almost identical to this game: Our units will
slowly romp from house to house. The humans will do whatever they
do. Their response will probably involve using the Violence against us.
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They are unlikely to understand the significance of our objectives. But
we must not stoop to their levels too much.

Humans tend to be paranoid about things that they call “Zombie
Hordes.” This is because the humans think we care only about eating
them, but we know that the killing of humans has been merely
tangential to previous zombie movements. Tangential, not inherent.
Their perception of us is unfortunate, but unavoidable until further
dialogue is acquired with the filthy humans.

Okay so you are now asking “Dear Zombie Orwell: You explicated
that ZAMN is a perfectreplication of how to subdue human
populations!?!??!!!! Why are you talking about the non-killing of
them? Fuck you Zombie Orwell.”

You make a fallacious argument. I did not state that Infiltration will
be exactly like the ZAMN. Rather, the TACTICS will be very similar.
The objective of our Movement is very unlike the objective of a
videogame, as you should know by now. However, we can use the
basic tactics of ZAMN for our own purposes.
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Thirdly: Just like The Amy and Resident Evil Revelaitions 2, this
game is far too easy. The objective, as always, is to guide your filthy
human people into the munching arms of the zombies. This is done by
pushing the so-called “D – Pad.” (P.S. I believe the “D” in “D – Pad”
stands for “Death by zombie.” So its full name is “Death-by-zombie
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Pad.” (Also I would appreciate it if somebody would start a Musical
Band named “Death-by-zombie Pad.”))

Okay fellow zombie gamers. Once again you have experienced a
supreme review by the world’s most prescient and Orwellian writer.
Have a thoughtful day!!!
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10 things about Zombie Orwell that you
do not know because you are not me

1. I am The Orwell.
A few decades ago I was widely regarded as one of the world’s most
prescient and Orwellian writers. I wrote many important things like:
Homage to Catalonia, 1984, Animal Farm, and The Bible. But then I
died, which meant that I couldn’t write anymore. But now I’m back;
new and improved.

2. I am your leader.
As the most prescient and Orwellian writer in the whole of Earth, I
have taken it upon myself to lead our collective Zombie Liberation
Movement. I know you have many questions about your role. I
understand your impatience and eagerness to begin, but we must build
awareness first. Destructzord is the best place for us to start. First
Destructzord, then the Internet, then the entirety of Pop Culture, then
Chinese Restaurants, then… we’ll see. What should we take over after
Chinese Restaurants? Maybe Chicago?

3. I am very prescient.
I’ve already acknowledged my extreme prescience. In fact, the previous
foreshadowing of my current discussion of prescience was very
prescient. I correctly and exactly predicted that I would discuss
prescience. Perhaps you fondly remember the delicate prose in my
best-written and most famous book Homage to Catalonia? Or maybe
you prefer my equally lovely novel of Negative Utopia 1984?
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Needless to say, I am the world’s most prescient and Orwellian writer.
Hemingway once said that his only desire was to write one true
sentence. Well, I’ve beaten him because ALL of my sentences are true.
And he’s still dead. (Such an asshole.)

4. I am a great lover.
This is obvious. Great writers make fantastic lovers. That’s a fact.
Would you love to love me? You can. Tell me why you would be my
greatest lover.
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5. My words infest your ears with splendid languidness.
For example: “Merely twice within the self-same span of years given
to man may he inhabit the curious role of interloper among the many
squallid shambles of creation. Thence-withly must he fornicate anew.”
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6. I make lovely visual art.
Perhaps you’ve had the privilege of reading my previous reviews and
seeing a beautiful shapely figure portrayed on your screen. Many of
those shapely beauties are drawn by ME!!!

7. You may contact me.
I am a very important zombie, but I always try to communicate
with my comrades. Hit me up at zombieorwell@gmail.com or
twitter.com/zombieorwell if you need to discuss sensitive matters
involving the Zombie Liberation Movement or sexy dating advice. I
am an accomplished fornicator!

8. Insert text here:

_______________________________________________

Thanks for reading, baby!
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A Confession of Great Gravity

Are you a believer in me? I am a believer in you. We should believe
each other. And we should especially believe me when I make a
confession of great gravity to you all:

I am highly intelligent.

I do realize that some of you may have realized this already (the smarter
ones among you, at least). But I go to extreme lengths to not be
shoving my high learning in your faces, as I know it causes many
people to feel awkwardly about themselves and to envy (and maybe
even dislike) the smarter person. I realize all this.

But I must take a calculated risk by telling you the abovementioned
secret. I do not tell you in order to en-grand-ize myself, but rather in
order to explain the very complicated language that I sometimes must
needs employ in my writings.

You see, sometimes I have very big and important ideas. I sometimes
think about things in ways which most people can’t. And hence these
big thoughts and theories are impossible to convey using language that
is easy for stupid people to understand. I am not trying to exclude you
from my ideas, but some people just aren’t smart enough to understand
many thoughts that are great and important and complicated. I will also
now give you access to another secret about me:

I am a great writer.
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Again, the creme of the croppe amongst you may have gathered this
tidbit of intel before I spilled my zombie guts. If a stupid person
stumbles across my reviews, they will no doubt be reading my writings
and struggling to comprehend the meaning, which forces them to the
uncomfortable conclusings that I am not a good writer. Actually, I AM
a good writer, but their failure to understand my words can be traced
to the afore-said stupidity of their brain.
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To illustratize my fine point I will now point our eyes in the direction
of the Once Great (but no longer great hahalol) George Herbert
Walker Orwell. The below-quoted quote I wrote before my decease-
ment. In the text I show a passage from the Bible, and then I explain
how to improve immeasurably upon the original prose:

Here is a well-known verse from Ecclesiastes:

I returned and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the
swift, nor the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the
wise, nor yet riches to men of understanding, nor yet favour
to men of skill; but time and chance happeneth to them all.

Here it is in modern English:

Objective considerations of contemporary phenomena
compel the conclusion that success or failure in competitive
activities exhibits no tendency to be commensurate with
innate capacity, but that a considerable element of the
unpredictable must invariably be taken into account.

I am Orwell and I rule all.

So now as we have seen, I was Orwell and I ruled all. But I am now a
zombie and so humans think I am no longer in rule de toute le monde
de grammatique as the French would say. Or, as the Spaniards might
eloquate: Estas palabras sind largas, doch voce nao pode entender o que eu
estou saying. Porque? Because ich bin muito mas smart und pretty que voce.
Vive les Zombies, bitch!

That’s how the Spaniards would’ve said it, if they hadn’t gone extinct
in 1994.
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